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From: "Forester, John A" <jafores~sandia.gov>
To: "Peter Koltay" <PSK~nrc.gov>, "'James Bongarra" <jxb~nrc.gov>, "Michael Junge"
<MXJ2@nrc.gov>, "Rebecca Nease" <RLN1 @nrc.gov>, <rlaughery@ maad.com>, 'Kazarians, Mardy
(E-mail)" <Mardy.Kazarians @ kazarians.com>
Date: 3/25/04 4:53PM
Subject: Material for FMA Expert Elicitation Meeting

Dear Expert Elicitation Panel Members,

Attached is a document that we would like for you to review prior to the
fire manual action, expert elicitation meeting being held at the NRC in
Rockville on April 1 and 2, 2004. The meeting will be held at One White
Flint, in room 10B4 (0-10B4), Time: 8:30- 5:00 on April 1 and 8:30 - 12:00
on April 2. The attached document describes the goals of the meeting and
the issues that we will be relying on your expertise to help us with. It
will be very helpful if you can read through the document and think about
the issues and goals prior to the meeting.

Also, since we will need to document the qualifications of the expert panel,
would you please provide us with either a "nearly up to date" resume or a
brief summary of your expertise relative to the expert elicitation topic.

If you have any questions about the document or the meeting, please feel
free to contact me.

Thanks very much for agreeing to participate on the panel.

John Forester

<<FMA Elicitation Document 3-25-04.wpd>>
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CC: mLois, Erasmia (E-mail)" <EXL1 @nrc.gov>, mKolaczkowski, Alan (E-mail)"
<alan.m.kolaczkowski@cpmx.mail.saic.com>, "Bley Dennis (E-mail)" <bley@ieee.org>, "'Ray Gallucci'm
<RHG@nrc.gov>, "N.P. Kadambi" <NPK@nrc.gov>, "Parry Gareth (E-mail)" <gwp @ nrc.gov>,
"Cooper,Susan (E-mail)" <secemk @ bellatlantic.net>, "'Eva Brown'" <EAB1 @ nrc.gov>, "Sunil
Weerakkody" <SDW1 @nrc.gov>
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